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Multiple Representations definition

MR refer to the capacity of scientific discourse to represent the 
same concepts or processes in different modes (e.g., verbal, 
visual, mathematical, graphical) while multi-modal representation 
refers to the integration of different modes to represent scientific 
processes, findings, and scientific explanations 

Tytler et al. (2007) p.314



DEFINING REPRESENTATIONS:

External representations: 
which are in a form that can be 
seen by others, such as 
pictures, text narrations, 
graphs, symbols, etc. 

External representations refer to “the 
knowledge and structure in the environment, 
as physical symbols, objects, or dimensions” 

Internal representations or 
mental models, which act out 
as structural analogies of 
situations or processes. 

Ainsworth (1999,2008)

Internal representations refer to “the 
knowledge and structure in memory, as 
propositions, productions, schemas, neural 
networks, or other forms”  Zhang (1997) 



Building deep learning 

Information in external representations can be 
processed by perceptual operation and refers to 
information that is directly perceived. 

Information in internal representations refers to 
information retrieved directly from working 
memory that involves cognitive operation. 

   

Through memorization, an internal representation can be 
transformed to an external representation. 



Multiple 
Representations
In what ways does the use of MR in 
instruction support student learning?

   

MR might serve as a powerful 
learning strategy in physics 
education and has a positive impact 
on undergraduate students’ 
conceptual understanding of 
physics concepts. 

Different representations might be 
used for different purposes and 
also depending on students’ prior 
experience with the use of a 
specific kind of representation. 



Multiple 
Representations
What kinds of representations do 
students use?

   

Students use different kinds of 
representations and the combination 
or a series of kinds of representations 
has the potential to support student 
problem solving and consequently 
their development of conceptual 
understandings. 



Multiple 
Representations
What difficulties do students face in 
using MR?

   

   

Even though MR provide an 
empowering learning tool or 
learning strategy, students face 
different difficulties in using MR 
during the learning process, 
especially in switching between 
kinds of representations. 



Multiple 
Representations
What is the relation between students’ 
use of MR and students’ 
problem-solving skills?

   

   

   

The kind of representation used 
impacts students’ problem-solving 
success.  

 



Multiple 
Representations
What is the added value of technology 
integration in teaching with MR? 

   

   

   

   

The potential value of 
computer-based MR in supporting 
students’ physics learning such as 
supporting students’ conceptual 
understandings as well as their 
representational competence. 

 

 



   

SUMMARIZING: 
how multiple representations (MR) can be used in undergraduate 
physics education and in physics education research 



State of PER results:

Research shows that 
the use of MR might 
enhance student 
learning 

Research also shows that 
students have difficulties in 
relating and integrating the 
representations and 
translating information 

between them  



Learning outcomes: MR might have three distinct roles in learning. 



“MR have a great potential in supporting student learning 
of physics concepts because students learn easier when 

problems include MR, hence, the use of MR can 
maximize the results of students’ learning processes. “

Opfermann M., Schmeck A., Fischer H.E. (2017) Multiple Representations in Physics and Science Education – Why 

Should We Use Them?. In: Treagust D., Duit R., Fischer H. (eds) Multiple Representations in Physics Education. 
Models and Modeling in Science Education, vol 10. Springer, Cham. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-58914-5_1



Kinematics with 
Multiple Representations

DESCRIPTIONS OR 
DISCIPLINE’S LANGUAGES?





Interpreting 
representation 
and translating
FROM GRAPHICAL TO WORDS



Interpreting 
representation 
and translating
FROM WORDS TO GRAPHICAL



Interpreting 
representation 
and translating

FROM WORDS THROUGH 
GRAPHICAL TO 

MATHEMATICAL



Collecting data 
and elaborating

FROM GRAPHICAL TO 
MATHEMATICAL



Interpreting 
representation and 
modelling concept

FROM GRAPHICAL TO 
CONCEPT MODEL



Interpreting 
representation and 
modelling concept

FROM GRAPHICAL TO 
CONCEPT MODEL





Distance -Time, Velocity-Time Graphs Metric 

Create a graph of a runner's position versus time and 

watch the runner run a 40-meter dash based on the 

graph you made. Notice the connection between the 

slope of the line and the velocity of the runner. Add a 

second runner (a second graph) and connect 

real-world meaning to the intersection of two graphs. 

Also experiment with a graph of velocity versus time 

for the runners, and also distance traveled versus 

time.

https://www.explorelearning.com/index.cfm?method=cResource.dspDetail&ResourceID=626



Students’ 
Exploration Sheet

Analyze the sheet

Observe the use of Multiple 
Representations 

Recognize the PCK features and the 
Math/Phys interplay patterns 

Add one or more exercises to improve 
the Multiple Representations usage of 
this sheet

What’s missing? 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L0pXNyJAMLVDqQhDaJAY316yaqt67_giU_XSh8MyWO0/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j4aRhzRD-f8p0X8tQrwTbU1Fk_-XG2z1eRbJ_dtkWUI/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L0pXNyJAMLVDqQhDaJAY316yaqt67_giU_XSh8MyWO0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j4aRhzRD-f8p0X8tQrwTbU1Fk_-XG2z1eRbJ_dtkWUI/edit?usp=sharing


Video on Kinematics

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A2cYcQkcJ08

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A2cYcQkcJ08


Parabolic motion
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LlnUZRGfngJUhTTJEsIZuh
MYNZ3o6Y72Y_ddkC0JxfA/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j4aRhzRD-f8p0X8tQrwTbU1Fk_-XG2z1eRbJ_dtkWUI/edit?usp
=sharing

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LlnUZRGfngJUhTTJEsIZuhMYNZ3o6Y72Y_ddkC0JxfA/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LlnUZRGfngJUhTTJEsIZuhMYNZ3o6Y72Y_ddkC0JxfA/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j4aRhzRD-f8p0X8tQrwTbU1Fk_-XG2z1eRbJ_dtkWUI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j4aRhzRD-f8p0X8tQrwTbU1Fk_-XG2z1eRbJ_dtkWUI/edit?usp=sharing

